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While many concerns remain about the coronavirus and new variants coming
on, with vaccinations way up and restrictions easing across the country, this
summer may be one of the best on record for the bar business!
In the U.S., where many states have fully re-opened, operators are reporting a big spike in demand

with consumers more than ready to go out to their favourite bars or restaurants. This pent-up demand is
palatable in Canada as well. Much of the focus, of course, will be on patio business so in this issue
we bring you a report on how to safely re-open patios and some of the great products for operators to
consider such as patio furniture with anti-microbial coatings. We also look at patio menus and what
some of the key trends are in appetisers and tapas.
As part of the re-opening plan, it is important for operators to clearly communicate what they

are doing to protect patrons and assuage any lingering concerns over safety by continuing basic
procedures such as mask wearing for staff and the use of hand sanitizer. 
The more precautions operators take, the better will be the business this summer. Hopefully, re-hiring

staff will not be too great a challenge as many who were laid-off may now have found other work. 
If the industry works together, it is going to be a great summer!
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MEIKO Clean Solutions Canada Join Forces
MEIKO Clean Solutions Canada is pleased to announce that Hallmark

Agencies has joined the team to cover the British Columbia market.
Camille Eisbrenner has years of industry-leading experience in

foodservice equipment and supplies, and currently represents many
other prominent brands, including American Panel, Bar Maid, Berner,
Celco (AHT, Celcold, Nieco, Rotisol, Silver King, Spaceman) and FWE.

Over the years, Hallmark Agencies has earned a reputation for
providing the highest standard of customer service both before and
after the sale and will represent the MEIKO brand and philosophy well.

MEIKO Clean Solutions Canada has also announced that TLC Marketing, a well-known
manufacturers’ sales and marketing agency, has joined them as the representative for Alberta.

For almost 40 years, TLC has worked closely with restaurants, bars, consultants and represen-
tatives from the healthcare, education, entertainment, food-production, industrial and hospitality
segments — all business segments where MEIKO customers can be found.

Lagoon Seafood Charts New Course for Growth
Lagoon Seafood, a leader in fresh and frozen seafood, has charted a new
course to deliver its catch of products to new customers outside of its

homeport of Montreal. The 29-year-old company, already a market
leader in the Quebec seafood sector, has embarked on a marketing
and sales push in Ontario and Western Canada, including advertising,
public relations, and sales support. 

“We’ve prepared long and hard for this journey,” says Michael
Cheaib, business resource manager at Lagoon Seafood. “Opening up

new markets of this size requires extremely solid operations, processes and
the right crew, and we’re absolutely ready for this new adventure.” 

The marketing and sales push includes advertisements in Foodservice and
Hospitality, Canadian Grocer, Google, social media, and seafood expos. The company has
also embarked on a pilot Public
Relations campaign with Torchia
Communications, a PR agency with
offices in Toronto, Montreal and
affiliates across the USA. As part of
its expansion plans, Lagoon is also
completing a $10 million investment
in its Granby, Quebec facility. 

Lagoon Seafood recently announced
the hiring of three additional sales
representatives, bringing the total working in sales and marketing to 18 among a staff of 165
spread across facilities and business offices in Montreal and Granby, Quebec.

“There are many ingredients to our growth,” says Cheaib. “But I must admit that experience
plays an important part in this industry. We’re not only familiar with these waters but we thrive in
them. We’re very excited by what lies ahead.”

More information on Lagoon Seafood’s expansion and products are available on its
website www.lagoonseafood.com. 

Gary Lee, 
MEIKO director

Canada’s Largest Foodservice Trade
Event Returns to the Live Stage

After over a year of COVID-19 hardships placed on the foodser-
vice and hospitality sectors, the end is finally in sight. As the voice of
the industry and host of Canada’s largest foodservice and hospitality
trade event, Restaurants Canada has officially announced RC Show
2022 will return with a dynamic, in-person and virtual broadcast,
three-day event held at the Enercare Centre from February 27th -
March 1st. 

Restaurants Canada is preparing for a full in-person comeback to
reignite the industry by combining an in-person trade show along
with nationally broadcasted conference sessions that attendees can
attend virtually. This will be paired with an enhanced buyers program
linking buyers directly to the industry suppliers to conduct business
even more efficiently. 

Attendees can expect to find the industry’s top brands and suppliers
at the live show as well as programming from global thought leaders
who will be assembled to discuss key industry issues to support the
relaunch of the industry. 

“People are excited to get back to normal and attend in-person
events. We firmly believe live shows are key for the hospitality indus-

try. However, lessons
f rom our successfu l
2021 virtual event will
have us expanding our
online content offering,
allowing the industry
to continue to learn,
connect and grow
from anywhere in
the world,” says Todd

Barclay, president & CEO, Restaurants Canada.
There is no denying that the foodservice industry was one of the

hardest hit during the COVID-19 pandemic. Navigating through
uncharted territory and consistently adjusting to stay innovative
through tight restrictions has placed anyone connected to the industry
in some of the most challenging circumstances of their careers.
RC Show 2022 will look to unlock the door to new opportunities
and provide valuable tools to improve and strengthen business
operations, all in support of next year’s “REVIVE” theme.

“Industry interactions and invaluable content will now be available
both during and after the RC Show to ensure consistent support
for foodservice professionals. “Our Buyers Program and virtual
conference platform proved to be extremely successful in 2021 and is
now a must have tool for the industry. While we plan for a highly
anticipated live trade show with competitions and events, we also want
to ensure we can provide key content to help operators from coast to
coast, for those that may not be in a position to travel,” adds Barclay.

“RC Show is excited to bring the industry together. There is no
better time to elevate and promote the health and well-being of
our sector as a whole; therefore, we officially invite chefs, baristas,
bartenders, sommeliers, foodservice operators, distributors, brokers,
retailers and buyers to save the date February 27th to March 1st to
start a new chapter of growth for our industry,” adds Barclay.

With both live and virtual conference elements, RC Show 2022
aims to reignite and revive the Canadian foodservice and hospitality
industry through its new and improved ONLINE content strategy,
buyers program and face-to-face business connection opportunities.

Wild Rose Brewery Partners with Josh Morrissey to Launch Seasonal 
Brew in Support of Mental Health

With the impact on mental well-being at the forefront of everyone’s minds as we reach the final push towards the end of lockdown and isolation,
one local brewery is taking steps to raise awareness and funds to ensure that resources and supports are made available to Canadians. Wild Rose
Brewery launched a new partnership with Winnipeg Jets defenceman and Calgary native, Josh Morrissey, aimed at raising awareness and promoting
positivity around mental health. To kick off the initiative, Wild Rose will be introducing a new seasonal beer – Sunday Fuzz. A portion of the
proceeds from all Sunday Fuzz sales, and the sale of campaign merchandise created by Local Laundry, will be donated to Morrissey’s new
mental health organization, the Glass Half Full Foundation. A long-standing supporter of mental health causes, Wild Rose Brewery recognizes the
challenges Albertans face on a daily basis, both pandemic and non-pandemic related, and is dedicated to being part of the solution. 
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Canadians Can Help
Their Favourite
Bar/Restaurant Win
$25,000

For the first time ever, 
Canadian consumers will 
help choose the winner for
the “Best Caesar in Town.”  

Mott’s Clamato has handed the reigns
over to Caesar-loving Canadians allow-
ing them to weigh-in on which bar or
restaurant deserves the all-new grand
prize of $25,000.  They’ll also be sup-
porting their local bartenders by donating
$1 from every bottle of Mott’s Clamato
sold from May 27th- August 4th to the
Bartender’s Benevolent Fund, for a total
of up to $50,000.

“We wanted to give back to the hos-
pitality industry who have been instru-
mental in making the Caesar what it is
today,” said Cameron Butt, director of
marketing for Mott’s Clamato.  “We
also wanted to give consumers a new
way to support their local bars and
restaurants during these challenging
times with a unique opportunity to pub-
licly recognize them.”

To thank Canadians for the nomina-
tions, the first 2,500 nominators will
receive $2 off a bottle of Mott’s Clamato
Reserve, the newest offering made with
natural ingredients for a more premium
Caesar experience. 

Establishments who receive at least
five nominations will immediately be eligi-
ble for the semi-finalist round, which is
why public support is so key.  From all
the nominations received, a judging
panel will select 30 semi-finalists who
will be required to submit a short video
sharing their Caesar recipe and story.
From those submissions, 10 finalists will
be announced and then it’s time to vote!

For full details along with competition
rules and regulations,
visit: www.MottsClamato.ca/BestCaesar

Restaurants Canada has officially announced RC
Show 2022 will return with a dynamic, in-person
and virtual broadcast, three-day event held at the
Enercare Centre from February 27th - March 1st. 
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2021 Craft Beer Marketing Awards’ “Crushie”
Winners Announced

“We were so impressed by the sheer creativity, innovation, and calibre of marketing
displayed in entries from around the world in every category,” said CBMAs Co-Founder
Jim McCune.

“Our panel of over 300 Judges from around the world had their work cut out for them
this year,” added Co-Founder Jackie DiBella. “The difference between winners came
down to a quarter of a point in some cases — it was a tough competition!”

The CBMAs is the first awards program of its kind. It is a worldwide competition that
focuses specifically on excellence in the artistic and creative marketing and packaging
efforts of breweries, designers and agencies craft beer that play an increasingly critical
role in differentiating brands in the retail marketplace. Hillebrand, a leading global
beverage supply chain management and integrated logistics services provider, is
CBMAs’ presenting sponsor.

For its second year, the CBMAs accepted entries from around the globe from five regions
as opposed to last year’s awards
which only accepted entries from
North America. A total of 196
awards were presented to winning
brewers, designers, and marketing
agencies from throughout the
world. This year there are 65
Platinum Crushie winners, 117
Gold Crushie winners and 14
Silver (Global) Crushie winners.

The 2021 CBMAs consisted of 33 categories
evaluated by a panel of over 300 industry professional
judges that cover all aspects of brew marketing —
from labels to logos and tap handles to
taprooms. Most notably new for this year’s competition
are two special categories that reflect recent events:
“Pandemic Marketing,” which looks at original marketing
undertaken during the COVID-19 outbreak, and
“Human Rights,” to celebrate those who support the
fight for equality for all via different forms of marketing
and design.

Winners from Canada included:
Driftwood Brewery, Nanaimo, BC, Canada BEST BOTTLE DESIGN / 22-26OZ, Gold

Daughter Creative, Calgary, AB, Canada BEST CAN DESIGN / 8-15OZ, Gold

Daughter Creative, Calgary, AB, Canada BEST LOGO DESIGN / ICON OR MASCOT, Platinum

Something in the Water Inc , Ontario, Canada BEST LOGO DESIGN / ICON OR MASCOT, Gold

Lake of the Woods Brewing Company, Kenora, ON, Canada ORIGINAL VIDEO / HUMOUR, Platinum

Something in the Water Inc, Ontario, Canada BEST ORIGINAL VIDEO / SERIES, Gold

Smugglers’ Trail, BC, Canada BEER–MARKETING WILD CARDS / COOLEST TAPROOM, Gold

Daughter Creative, Calgary, AB, Canada WILD CARDS / USE OF RETRO BRANDING, Gold

Smugglers’ Trail, BC, Canada BEER-MARKETING WILD CARDS/BREWERY REBRAND Gold

Daughter Creative, Calgary, AB, Canada BEST CAN DESIGN/PANDEMIC RELATED PLATINUM

Corona Defies Unfortunate Name
Association and is Crowned
World’s Most Valuable Beer Brand

The total value of the world’s top 50 most 
valuable beer brands has declined by 
16 per cent, from US$94.9 billion in 2020 
to US$80.2 billion in 2021. 

Most brands in the Brand Finance Beers 50 2021 ranking
have been negotiating the effects of social distancing measures
brought about by the widespread global lockdowns over the
last year, which severely diminished demand for beers and
wider alcoholic drinks.

Richard Haigh, managing director, brand finance, commented,
“The pandemic has undoubtedly forced change upon the
world’s beer brands, which have grappled with consumers’
significant lifestyle changes brought about by the limitations on
social interaction. Brands with a strong existing reputation and
good levels of familiarity amongst consumers are those most
primed to weather the storm.”

Belgian beer brand, Michelob, has bucked industry trends
as the fastest growing brand, climbing 13 spots in the ranking

following an impressive 39 per cent brand value growth to
US$1.2 billion. Over the last year, the brand has cemented its
position as an innovative presence within the sector through its
digital-based “Ultra Beer Run” campaign — an initiative that
offers free beer as a reward for exercising. 

Australian brand, XXXX (brand value US$743 million), and
Spain’s Estrella Damm (brand value US$1.0 billion) are the second
and third fastest growing brands, up 37 per cent and 31 per cent
respectively.  

Corona has retained the title of the world’s most valuable beer
brand, despite recording a 28 per cent drop in brand value to
US$5.8 billion. As the bestselling imported drink in the United
States, with an additional presence in over 120 countries,
the Mexican brand has also recently become one of the fastest
growing grocery products in the United Kingdom. 

Over the last year, the brand has been met with some hesitancy,
particularly in the United States, as Americans are hesitant to
purchase its products due to its similarity in name to coronaviruses.
It is this area of public opinion that could be behind the beer’s
slight dip in brand value this year, although it remains exemplary of
the resilience of a strong and reputable global brand, recently
announcing an initiative to help the restaurant industry recover from
the effects of the pandemic.

BC-Based Kitchen Table
Restaurants Officially
Opens Venetian-Inspired
‘Giovane Bacaro’ 

Award-winning, BC-based hospitality group
Kitchen Table Restaurants will introduce a
Northern Italian-inspired wine-and-cicchetti bar
experience that brings the very best culinary
aspects of Venice to the heart of Vancouver. 

Opening on t he lobby leve l  a t  t he
Fairmont Pacific Rim hotel, giovane bacaro
will take its guests on a sensory tour of the
style, service, and atmosphere of Northern
Italian’s quintessential ‘bacaros’ under the
guiding hand of General Manager Mark
Taylor (Cibo Trattoria, Siena).

Chef Scott Korzack’s food menu will be
informed by the seasons and strong relation-
ships with local farms and purveyors, infused
with I tal ian sensibi l i t ies, tradit ions, and
techniques, while encouraging patrons to
explore and embrace a choose-your-own-
adventure dining experience via Venice’s sig-
nature cicchetti (small plates).

Award-winning interior design firm Ste. Marie
Studios has brought the space to life by paying
homage to mid-century contemporary Italian
style and design pioneers by incorporating
feature marble, intermittent pops of colour, and
the focal point and showpiece of the space — a
metre-long forcola, (a wooden oarlock used in
Venetian gondolas) — as a nod to the space’s
heritage and mode of transportation in its
storied canals.

Aperitivi rules the day — and night — at
giovane bacaro with a beverage menu over-
seen by Bar Director Tyson Davies that includes
cocktails, spritzes and spirits that incorporate
an array of chilled Italian vermouths, artisanal
amari, bitters and prosecco in drinks inspired
by traditional Italian culture and the new Aperi-
tivo movement.

giovane bacaro’s wine program follows
the lead of Wine Director Cassandra Mosher,
who believes “wine is meant to be enjoyed,
not dissected, fawned over or fetishized” and
aims to take the pretention out of the wine
experience. Bacaro’s approachable yet
thoughtfully curated selection will showcase
varietals from small, family run wineries of
Northern Italy as well as special, standout
gems from BC’s own backyard in a l is t
offering by the glass and bottle options and
flights that encourage adventure.
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Patio 
Passion
This Summer the Patio Will Be the Focus

If there is a bright spot on the horizon after lock-downs are lifted, it is the patio. Indeed, the summer
of 2021 may well bring back a roaring business for

bar patios as indoor restrictions continue to be the
order of the day.
What can bar/restaurant operators do to make the

most out the season, while also adhering to certain
protocols? How can patios be set up to be both invit-
ing and safe?
Marv Queche, vice-president of sales and marketing

for the U.S division of Adria Contract Seating talks
trends. “Restaurants are looking for pops of colour on
patios to draw customers in. Red, yellow, and citrus
green. There are also the classics, like the Paris chair,
because it is a sophisticated look.” Queche says
that chairs with armrests have been requested more
this year, to encourage customers to enjoy their stay
and relax. As for construction materials he points to
rattan and aluminum. 
Attempting to prevent the spread of germs, table-

cloths, flowers in vases, and cutlery already laid out
on tables, are a thing of the past. Queche says,
“Operators want tables that are easy to wipe down,

and ones with slats to let rainwater wash through.” 
Queche points to living room style furnishings as a

trend for restaurant patio. “It’s used as a focal point
and often includes a small sofa, coffee tables and a
couple of chairs.” New Miami Lakes, available
through Adria Contract Seating, is a contemporary
all-weather wicker deep seating group, with comfort,
style, and elegance. It features with all aluminum
frames and hand woven dark brown colour resin.
Look for love seats and club chairs, with cushions, as
well as coffee tables with glass.
Another trend is furnishings with lacquers containing

antimicrobial coating. Holsag, is a company that
manufactures fine chairs, made from sustainably
sourced European beach hardwood, for the hospi-
tality industry. They now include this coating in all
chairs, for no extra charge. “At the beginning of
the COVID-19 pandemic, we questioned what
could be done to make our products safer for the
markets we serve,” said Scott Wilson, managing
director of operations for Holsag.
According to the company website, a wooden

furniture finish that includes an antimicrobial formula

Patio Season

by Frank Yeo

beverage news

Photo courtesy Phoenix Domes

Lagoon Seafood Welcomes 
Sean Moore to Newly Created Post 

Lagoon Seafood, a growing Canadian company and leader in the
distribution, import, export, processing and curing of fresh and frozen
fish and seafood, has appointed Sean Moore to the position of director
of operations. In this newly created position, Moore will oversee the
company’s two plants — Lachine and Granby, Que. — as Lagoon
ramps up expansion initiatives both in operations and sales. 

“Sean is a great addition to our team; he has a lot of experience in Federal certified plants and has
a lot to offer to the team. We’re all very excited to work with him, as we continue to add experience to
our team” says Michael Cheaib, business resource manager at Lagoon Seafood. “As we looked at our
expansion plans, it became evident we needed someone who could lead operations and maximize
outcomes in terms of production levels, efficiencies and staff development. Sean brings the right
experience and we’re delighted to welcome him to the team.”

Before joining Lagoon Seafood, Moore gained deep and wide experience across a wide section of
the food industry — including general manager at a custom meats facility, project manager, production
plants and protein sourcing manager. At Lagoon, he will monitor and control plant operations to manage
increased production as well as management of resources including an expanding work force. 

“We’re positive that Sean will play an important role in our expansion,” says Cheaib. “We are
committed to building a strong team and the addition of Sean to the team is an important part of
this movement.”

Blue Mountain
Family-Owned Winery
Celebrates 30th
Anniversary

This year marks the 30th anniversary
of Okanagan icon Blue Mountain
Vineyard and Cellars. Over the course
of 2021 the Mavety family, which owns
and operates the winery, will share
some of their memories on social media.
They hope you will join in the celebra-
tion by sharing some of your images of
how Blue Mountain wines have enriched
your own life using the hashtag #blue-

mountain30. Everyone who posts will
automatically be entered in a random
monthly draw for a gift card to a local
restaurant. 

Blue Mountain was one of the first BC
wineries to make wines exclusively from
grapes grown on its own estate, and
over the last three decades it has earned
rave reviews from critics around the
globe. There is no better way to cele-
brate the BC winery’s success than by
raising a glass of Blue Mountain wine.
The winery has made it easy to do just
that by offering both curbside pick-up
and home delivery options for wines
ordered online. 

Sean Moore

Rogue Spirits Wins Big at San Francisco World
Spirits Competition 

Rogue Spirits takes home top honors at the 2021 San Francisco World Spirits Competition.
Rogue’s Rolling Thunder Stouted Whiskey brought home the Double Gold for the second time in

three years and Rogue also
earned silver for both Dead
Guy Whiskey and Farmhouse
Gin. The San Francisco
World Spirits Competition
(SFWSC), the second oldest
competition of its kind, is one
of the most influential compe-
tit ions due to the legacy,
integrity, and experience

behind the judging process. Each year, the prestigious panel of judges receives and tastes over
1,000 whiskey entries and awards medals to the top products.  Its judges are considered world-
class and its medals and awards are ranked among the world’s most prestigious.
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prevents the growth of bacteria and
some viruses. Products finished with
this formula have been proven to
be environmentally friendly, while
protecting the health of those who
use the products by preventing the spread of germs.
Of course, social distancing on a patio is a must.

There is a simpler solution, Queche says. Invest in
smaller tables made for two. This way, tables can be
added when families come in and taken away for
duo and solo diners.

Plexiglass partitions are also being used to both
separate dining tables, separate diners from servers
and/or separate diners from each other. Acryl
Design has been manufacturing custom acrylic and
cardboard products for 37 years. For the restaurant
industry, the company has just ordered a variety of
colours, to give a design edge.
Phoenix Domes is Western Canada’s first and

only distributor of geo-desic domes, composed of

triangles, that give it solid structure. The company’s
Restaurant Patio Dome provides the ultimate in
social distancing. It also allows patios to be open
all year long. This model was designed when
Phoenix Domes started to receive requests for small
indiv idual  domes f rom the
hospitali ty industry. Buil t to
las t ,  they can wi ths tand
winds up to 160 kilometres per
hour and snow load of 60pst.
Hang lighting, flowerpots, and
heaters inside.
Infratech Dual Element Heaters,

from Northwest Stoves Limited,
provide concentrated heat, to
bring year-round outdoor dining
to patio spaces. Heated quartz
elements emit safe, clean waves
of light, that is absorbed by
objects, while giving a pleasing
ambient glow. Flush mounted, these units can be
placed on a wall, ceiling, or pole. As a bonus, these
heaters are much less expensive to operate than
traditional outdoor heaters.
Savvy restaurant owners that make the initial

investment in redesigning the patio space, and
thinking beyond summer, while considering the safety
of all, will be successful through repeat business and
financial gains.  

Holsag notes that a wooden furniture finish that includes
an antimicrobial formula prevents the growth of bacteria
and some viruses.

Acryl Design provides plexiglass partitions in 
a variety of colours.

Infratech Dual
Element Heaters
from Northwest
Stoves Limited
provide 
concentrated 
heat to bring 
year-round 
outdoor dining 
to patios.

The Restaurant Patio Dome from 
Phoenix Domes provides the ultimate in
social distancing.
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Our fully cooked Wings are perfect served straight up or customized with your own 
signature sauces or dry rubs and provide you with:

For more information please visit Reuven.com 

HAVE WINGS…WILL SOAR! 
GUARANTEED TO FLY OFF YOUR MENU!

CHANGE UP THE MENU!
This summer think about adding more tapas and

appetizers to the menu.
Small portions of tasty, flavourful creations, to be

mixed and matched, shared and savoured, appetizers
and tapas are ideal for casual meals and social
gatherings on the patio, especially true for millennials

and Gen Z.
Appetizers fit the bill in the

“small wins” category and in
the health category. 
When it comes to appealing

to millennials and Gen Z, Pamela
Nalewajek, vice-president of
marketing for the Dairy Farmers
of Canada, reminds us that
they are values-based decision
makers. 
“They want to know how their

choices contribute to a better
world overall,” she says. “Sup-
porting dairy producers who

use 100 per cent Canadian milk in their products
appeals to this demographic, because they can feel
good supporting communities across Canada.”
Getting more dairy products on your menu is partly

about drawing attention to products you are using now. 
“I think many of us take for granted the role dairy

plays in our diets,” says Nalewajek. “Beyond
the iconic glass of milk or the wedge of
cheese, dairy is a part of many dishes
— from breakfast to lunch to dinner
— and across almost all cultures.
From the milk in your morning latté,
to the cream in your mushroom soup,
to the yogurt in that tzatziki beside
your kebabs — dairy is there.” 
More dairy on an appetizer menu

presents exciting possibilities: fondue or
raclette, grilled halloumi on a salad or
on a slider, or a queso and tortilla dip.
“In addition to your standard cheese

board, start elevating your butter selec-
tion with a sampler bread course and

small servings of local butter produced from
100 per cent Canadian milk mixed with herbs

or spices that diners can nibble on — and even
consider emulating at home,” she says. 

ADD MORE MUSHROOMS
If you ask Joe Salvo, president of Ponderosa

Mushrooms and Specialty Foods, how to boost the
appeal of an appetizer menu, he gives you a straight
answer: add more mushrooms. 
“Mushrooms are the perfect appetizer, and if

prepared that way, fit all the check boxes: vegan,
gluten free, local, organic, sustainable, etc.,” says Salvo. 
And don’t forget versatile: mushrooms on toast,

porcini mushroom soup, mushroom pizza or flatbread,

Ponderosa
Foods provides
ready to heat
and serve
mushrooms,
and can 
help take 
innovation to
another level.

Pamela Nalewajek,
vice-president of
marketing, Dairy
Farmers of Canada

Dairy Farmers
notes that dairy 

can help elevate an 
appetizer menu.

PUT SEAFOOD ON THE MENU
There are few things better than fresh seafood for a patio themed

menu. New to Western Canada, Lagoon Seafood of Montreal can
bring everything from Basa and Cod to exotic varieties such as Parrot
fish or Boga to the table, mostly sold under the Blue Tide brand. The
company even offers a selection of Ready-to Eat options such as
Squid or Mussel salad for the hurried chef. The company is also cer-
tified by the Marine Stewardship Council, Ocean Wise, Aquaculture
Stewardship Council and BRC Global Standards.
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and mushroom ravioli are just a few of many examples
that all work beautifully as appetizers and will certainly
capture attention. 
And now, it’s even easier to add mushrooms to your menu. 
“We have recently launched Ponderosa Foods, a division

specifically devoted to the development and production of
pre-roasted, ready to heat and serve mushrooms,” says Salvo.
“We have many formulations and recipes to choose from as
well as proprietary blends and recipes for individual clients.”
As an industry leader, Ponderosa Mushrooms has been

highly innovative in the introduction of wild and exotic mush-
rooms and in the development of products that serve both
retail and foodservice needs. Ponderosa Foods takes that
innovation to another level by making it even easier to, yes,
add more mushrooms to your menu. 
“Our line of chef-created, pre-roasted, vacuum-packed and

cold chain-protected products have many weeks of shelf life
and are perfect for many restaurant applications and institu-
tional uses as well,” says Salvo. 

GO GLOBAL 
Appeal to your patrons’ sense of culinary adventure with

flavours from around the world. 
“Our experience says that customers are seeking global-

inspired appetizers,” says Tom Grande, president of
Teja Food Group. “Asian, Indian, Mexican, and vegetable

appetizers are on trend, and that is why, with our Kapow
appetizer brand, we have focused on bringing those to market.”
Teja covers the full range of global flavours to add

excitement to your appetizer menu. 
“This can be as easy as adding our Kim Chi Pork

Dumplings to the menu or taking our Stuffed Cheese Pasta
and deep frying it to create an Italian-inspired appetizer,”
says Grande. “Vegetable Spring Rolls can be easily added

Get the Squeeze on Cheese
There is no denying the trend towards plant-based

products as consumers seek options that are perceived as
healthier and more environmentally friendly.

Indeed, more restaurants are offering plant-based
burgers on their menus and now there is a great plant-
based cheese product made in Edmonton that few could

tell the difference
with dairy based
cheese. Called
Prairie Melt, it is
manufactured in a
Federally inspected
and HACCP certi-

fied food processing facility by
family-owned company Good
Stock Foods.

Co-owner Brian Robinson says restaurant and bar
owners should consider adding more plant-based options
on their menu because it will help to expand their customer
base.  “This is due to a growing demand for plant-
based/vegan, dairy-free and allergy friendly food options.
Individuals, either alone or within a group, often choose
restaurants and bars that cater to their dietary prefer-
ences or requirements, so you can lose an entire party of
guests to the competition if you don’t have good options
for just one person within their group” says Robinson.

Prairie Melt is best described as a mozza-style plant-
based cheese when melted.  Its superior texture and
flavour make it extremely versatile in many cheese dishes
including burgers, pizza, pasta, nacho chips, sandwiches,
quesadillas and more.

With a nine-month shelf life unopened, and one month
after opened, Prairie Melt can be substituted for dairy
based cheese when melted.  However, Prairie Melt also
works great in a semi-melted form (crumbling raw
and adding hot gravy) on dishes such as poutine where
a cheese curd form is desirable.  It can be spread,
crumbled, piped, or incorporated into any cheese recipe.  

You can find some great recipes at
www.prairiemelt.com. These include:

•  Cheese Fondu
•  Chorizo Stuffed Peppers
•  Lasagna
•  French Onion Soup
•  Next Level Nachos
•  Mac and Cheese
•  Spinach and Black Bean Quesadillas
•  Cheesy Enchiladas

Teja Food Group covers a full range
of global flavours to add excitement
to an appetizer menu.

APPEAL TO YOUR PATRONS’ SENSE OF
CULINARY ADVENTURE WITH FLAVOURS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD. 
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and they deep fry quickly.” 
How is this for creative: Wong Juan Spring

Roll Taco. Dust a tortilla with Cajun seasoning,
cut the spring roll on an angle, top with pickled
carrots, Siracha, and cucumber. You can also
serve it as a wrap or a burrito. 
Another winner: Tempura Battered Cauli-

flower, which Grande says has “struck a chord”
with restaurants, who continue to add it to
menus as a vegetable alternative for wings.

“Asian fusion is on trend with ‘soupy buns,’
which are also referred to as Shanghai Soup
Dumplings or Xiaolongbao,” says Grande.
“They are a dumpling that envelopes a sea-
soned pork filling and hot, flavourful soup. It is
such a delight to eat.”
Other dim sum items include Shumai, Shrimp

Har Gow, and Barbecue Pork Buns. 
And they are all easy to prepare and travel

well for curbside service, which is equally
important these days. 

With this year’s patio season expected to be more active
than normal due to the lifting of pandemic restrictions,
there will be a lot of demand for the services of Toronto-
based Pop-Up Street Patios.

Saverio Valerio, co-owner of Pop-Up Street Patios Inc., along with
partners , Mike Raso and Carlo Rullo, says he is busier than ever fielding
calls about his incredibly ingenious idea of an economical way to expand
or set up patio space. “We have seen a lot of interest in our product
because many operators are anticipating that the patio may be the focus
of their business this summer and fall due to in-door limitations”.

Based out of Hamilton, Ontario,
Pop-Up Street Patios helps right from
the start by working with the munici-
pality, city, or township. Once the concept
is approved, then Pop-Up Street
Patios conducts an onsite visit to take
measurements. Those measurements
are used to create a drawing to
accompany a permit application. 

“So, assuming they are approved by
the city, we will come in, drop their
patio in place, and within one or two
hours, they’re good to go,” says
Valerio. “We maintain it and take it
back and store it in the fall.” 

While they primarily focus on
Ontario — the company’s radius is
expanding with inquiries coming from
as far away as Quebec and
Saskatchewan.

Pop-Up Street Patios exceed
Ontario building code requirements,
with safety features including a
welded steel base, slip-resistant
staining on deck surfaces, and welded

steel railings. While customized patios can be built for an extra cost,
the standard Pop-Up Street Patio is 18 feet by seven feet — the size
of one parking space — and adds an extra 130 square feet to your
establishment. That is enough space for five tables and 10 chairs. 

Pop-Up Street Patios can be used for street and sidewalk patios, as
well as bump-out street sidewalks.

“The big thing is right now are the bump-outs,” says Valerio,
explaining that a bump-out allows a patio to go all the way to the edge
of the sidewalk, with a five-foot walk around it. “So now our footprint
on the street is smaller than a patio, and they can have complete
control of what’s happening as soon as they open the door from the
entrance of their restaurant or bar.” 

Typically, the patios are installed in early spring and picked up late
fall as per city requirements. They can be purchased or leased short or
long term, and special events rates are available. Each patio package
includes a consultation, assistance with permits, installation, safety
review, end-of-season dismantling, and winter storage. 

“We’re the only company that has a patent to allow the transporting
of, in one piece, the patio to deliver it and take it away,” says Valerio. 

Valerio notes that for smaller bars and restaurants with smaller
budgets, Pop-Up Street Patios may be able to assist. 

“We have always worked with restaurateurs and bars, and we know
that smaller ones don’t have a large budget, so we assist them in
distributing the payments,” he says. “For the ones that need it, we
have no problem helping.” 

Pop-Up Patios

APPETIZERS AND TAPAS 
ARE THE PERFECT WAY TO
DRAW MILLENIALS AND 
GEN Z TO YOUR MENU.
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TRY SOMETHING UNIQUE
Appetizers are a great way to encourage people to

try something new in a small portion, which opens the
possibilities to be creative.
“[Appetizers are] an ever-changing segment,” says

David Cocker, corporate research chef and business
development manager for Reuven International Ltd.
“Giving customers something they have never tried
before, presented in a unique fashion will be high in
demand for any customer.”
Being different and providing customers with some-

thing they haven’t seen before is also a great way of
getting a buzz going that brings in new customers.
Cocker has some great ideas.
“Appetizers that work well are ones that are simple

to execute with an elevated focus on garnishing,” he
says. “For instance, Reuven’s plain steamed chicken
wings can be elevated with a miso ginger glaze,
scallions, and crushed peanuts, giving a new spin on
an old classic.” 
Or how about adding signature marinades to

Reuven’s plain steamed wings to allow the luxury of
fully cooked wings with the creativity that your chefs
are looking for.
“Offering Reuven’s Fully Cooked Breaded Chicken

Karaage is an elevated popcorn chicken for any
appetizer menu,” says Cocker. “Adding signature
glazes and spices to our chicken Karaage will allow
you to elevate your dishes and provide something
new to your clientele.” 

As take-out options continue to be priority, consider
Reuven’s Fully Cooked Breaded Chicken Fillet, made
using 100 per cent whole-muscle chicken fillets. 
“Our coating system is developed to withstand the

high humidity environments of delivery vessels, allowing
you to provide the same restaurant flavour and crunch
at your customer’s doorstep,” says Cocker. 
Campbell’s Foodservice is pleased to announce the

arrival of their White Cheddar Macaroni and Cheese.
“This item is crafted with premium ingredients such

as creamy white cheddar cheese and cavatappi pasta
— perfect for any dining occasion and delivering on a

high quality ‘craveable’ item. It is versatile in its
ability to perform strongly on its own or be crafted
into a unique offering for your restaurant to take pride
in,” says Ken Taylor, assistant brand manager
– frozen entrées, Campbell’s Foodservice.

The White Cheddar Macaroni and Cheese from Campbell’s Foodservice
is crafted with premium ingredients.

Reuven’s plain steamed chicken wings can be elevated
with glazes and marinades.

(Right) The Fully Cooked Breaded Chicken Karaage is an
elevated popcorn chicken for any appetizer menu.

APPETIZERS ARE A GREAT WAY TO
ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO TRY SOMETHING
NEW IN A SMALL PORTION.
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menu with something a little different yet familiar at the same
time,” says Patricia Thompson, vice-president sales and
marketing at King Cole Ducks Ltd.  
According to Thompson, they are prepared sous vide making it

easy for an operator to quickly deep fry and be ready to plate.
“We have added no flavour so chefs can sauce and toss using
their own creativity. They are a great take-out item as well.”
And again, something unique for consumers to enjoy in

days when we are all looking for something to give us a little
adventure. 
King Cole has a range of other prepared appetizers that

can also enhance the menu. For example, their duck spiedini
are a summer favourite that shines when seared for a couple
minutes on a grill or flat top.  “A little seasoning is all that is
needed for true duck flavour to shine but many customers also
brush with their favourite barbecue, hoisin, teriyaki or other
sauces. They are versatile, fun, and tender.  We have seen

them added to bowls, stabbed into poutine, topping a salad,
or crossing the top of a wide-brimmed soup bowl.”  
King Cole makes a pulled duck that is extremely versatile

including the company’s own pulled duck spring rolls. “Duck
spring rolls are a great appetizer; and are seeing more and
more chefs creating their own using our pulled duck.  Either
way, a duck spring roll provides a unique twist on a familiar
menu item; easy to serve and always a popular choice for
appetizers. As a side note, we have many chefs who use our
pulled duck meat to create their own. Both options make for a
successful appetizer addition.”  ♣
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All in all, appetizers are sure to be a hit in the
coming months as we all enjoy the warmer weather
and the reopening of patios and perhaps dining
rooms. People have been missing their people and
their restaurants, and appetizers are a great way to
bring them all together. 

TRY DUCK ON THE MENU!
Operators are always looking for something unique

to distinguish themselves. Wings have been on
the top of appetizer menus for years and have an
enduring appeal. But for that extra twist on the
traditional duck wings fit the bill.
“Duck Wings have soared (pardon the pun) in the

past 18 months.  They elevate a traditional wing

King Cole Ducks has a range of prepared appetizers that
can enhance the menu. 

ALL IN ALL, APPETIZERS ARE SURE TO
BE A HIT IN THE COMING MONTHS AS
WE ALL ENJOY THE WARMER WEATHER
AND THE REOPENING OF PATIOS

A duck spring roll provides a unique twist on a familiar menu item;
easy to serve and always a popular choice for appetizers. 
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Shane O’Neill is the president of Audeohost, a
technology that allows guests to hear live audio when
multiple programs are shown on your screens at the
same time in the same room side by side allowing
sports like football, horseracing and curling to co-exist
with the news! Venue operators have already invested
in the screens and cable and streaming technology.
Audeohost manages and delivers the sound from
your TVs directly to your customer’s cellphone
through an app in a menu. The volume is available
for every onscreen program. Guests can connect
with an earbud or other personal headphone. They
control their own volume. It is like a silent disco of
sports and other live commentary. If there is a dead
zone in at your venue, you can easily attach a Blue-
tooth speaker to phone and control through the app.

According to O’Neil,
what is more important
about the technology
under the current circum-
stances is that it sup-
ports social distancing
and a more touch-free
environment to keep
guests safe at your
venue. 
“It has been a very

difficult 14 months or
so for pubs operators.
One of the main trends

was not allowing the volume level of the TVs or music
to be any higher than people having a normal. In
some pre-pandemic establishments, their sound policy
is such that music creates the main ambience and
should not be disturbed by TV or radio stations. For
sport, the volume may only be turned up if most peo-
ple are there to watch a particular game. 

Audeohost solves both issues by delivering the
sound directly to customers, whatever their taste in
programming. Volume is on a per person basis and
headsets can be used to keep the sound personal.
Another  t rend that  some Audeohos t  users

embraced where permitted albeit pre-pandemic,
was to attach a Bluetooth speaker to a guest phone
and share the sound amongst a group of people.
This can be particularly useful after dining service
has ended where audio can be easily extended to
those parts of the establishment.”
Promoting your events are as important as having

them to increase your foot traffic. Audeohost, says
O’Neil, can help with that event promotion for both
onscreen and venue events such as quizzes, pool
tournaments and music and present them to social
media and onto your venue event calendar.
Solutions like Audeohost are relatively easy to use

and can solve a big problem in this post-pandemic
period when bars are re-opening and can also
demonstrate a good return on investment. 
For O’Neil, using Audeohost is one of the things

that can really help with reopening. ♣

Entertainment

Entertainment 
in a Post-Pandemic World

Shane O’Neill, president, Audeohost

There is no question the pandemic has changed a lot of things in the bar

business. Entertainment is no different with operators needing to navigate

how to offer patrons a new way to interact, particularly given the need

for social distancing and a touch-free environment.



recipes

Try these new recipes to add some flair to your …

COCKTAILS  •  MARTINIS   •  MARGARITAS •  SMOOTHIES  •  DAIQUIRIS

Bramble 
Cocktail 

Ingredients:
1.5 oz Bombay Bramble
3/4 oz freshly pressed
lemon juice
3/4 oz simple syrup  

(1:1 ratio)
Lemon wedge & 
blackberry (garnish).

Glass: Rocks glass.

Method:
Build in tin and shake 
hard. Strain into rocks
glass and topped with
fresh crushed ice.

Sevilla 
Sunshine Fizz

Ingredients:
1oz Tanqueray
Sevilla Orange
.5oz Triple Sec liqueur
1.25oz Orange Juice
.5oz lemon juice
2oz club soda

Glass: Rocks Glass
Garnish: Orange Curl

Method: 
Add all ingredients to a
shaker except soda. 
Add ice and shake. Strain
into a Rocks glass over ice.
Top with 2oz Club soda.
Garnish with orange curl. 

Spicy Summer
Collins
Created By: Mixologist Lauren Davis

Ingredients:
1.5oz Tanqueray London Dry
1.5oz Fresh watermelon
juice
.5oz Lime Juice
Bar spoon of hot honey 
(can be bought at a specialty 
grocery store or you can mix
together honey and a few dashes
of hot sauce)

Club Soda

Glass: Collins glass/
highball 
Garnish: Watermelon or
Lime Wedge

Method: 
Build ingredients in a shaker.
Shake with ice. Strain into
ice-filled glass. Top with
soda. Garnish with water-
melon or lime wedge. 

Hang 10
Created By: Mixologist Robert Bjorn Taylor

Ingredients:
1.5oz Tanqueray No.TEN
1oz Watermelon Juice
.75oz Jalapeño Simple Syrup*
.5oz Lime Juice
.25oz Grapefruit juice
.25oz Cucumber Juice
Club Soda

Glass: Collins or Highball
Garnish: Watermelon cube,
Lime Wheel, and Cucumber

Method: 
Add all ingredients to a shake
except soda. Add ice and
shake. Strain into a Collins
glass or tall glass over ice. Top
with 1oz Club soda. Garnish
with watermelon, lime, and
cucumber. 

*Jalapeño Simple Syrup
Add 1 cup water & 1 cup sugar to pot,
heat Med-High to dissolve, stirring
after. Once boiling, add chopped up
jalapeño with seeds. Heat for 5 more
minutes. Take off hear, let sit and cool.
The longer it sits with the jalapeño, the
more spice and possible color it takes
on. Separate jalapeños from liquid after
20 minutes. Store until ready to use.
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Blueberry
White Negroni

Ingredients:
1oz. Tempo Arándano
Blueberry Gin
1oz. Lillet Blanc
1oz. Aperol

Ungava Yellow
Light Sour

Ingredients:
2 oz. Ungava Gin
1 oz. fresh lemon 
3/4 oz. simple syrup
3 dashes of grapefruit 
bitters
fresh egg white

Glass: Coupe

Method: 
Add ingredients to shaker.
Dry shake (no ice) for about
30 seconds. 
Add ice and shake hard
until well blended and
chilled. Fine strain up in a
chilled glass. 

Raglan’s 
Raspberry Fizz

Ingredients:
1.5 oz Heretic Gin
0.5 oz lemon juice
0.25 oz simple syrup
(optional but recommended)
1 egg white
Raspberries
Mint

Glass: Small rocks

Method: 
Add gin, lemon juice, syrup
and raspberries to an empty
cocktail shaker. Muddle
ingredients together, crush-
ing berries. Add egg white.
Dry shake (without ice)
ingredients to emulsify egg
white. Add ice and shake
again. Strain ingredients
over ice. Clap mint leaves
between firm hands to
release aromatics and place
on inside of glass.

Cucumber
Mojito

Ingredients:
1 oz Black Fox 

Cucumber Gin
0.5 oz Fresh-Squeezed
Lime Juice
0.5 oz Honey Syrup
Fresh Mint 
Sparkling Water

Method: 
To make the honey syrup
add equal parts of honey
and water to a saucepan
and stir over medium 
heat until the honey is 
dissolved.  Let cool 
completely before adding
to the cocktail.
Muddle mint with the gin,
lime juice and honey syrup
in glass.  Fill with ice and
top with soda. Garnish 
with mint, lime, and
cucumber.

COCKTAILS  •  MARTINIS   •  MARGARITAS •  SMOOTHIES  •  DAIQUIRIS

DRINKMENU
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Over the last few years, there has been a
gin renaissance in North America. In fact,
gin is a category on fire and is one of the

fastest growing spirits category in Canada by retail
sales value (+16 per cent versus YA). It is currently
about 10 per cent of the sales volume of vodka or
Canadian whisky. It is up 10 per cent in volume
with premium and super premium brands driving
76 per cent of the growth. 
Although gin is smaller compared to other spirits in

Canada it is growing faster (+11 per cent) than total
spirits (+6.8 per cent). Premium and super premium
gin is growing even faster (+33 per cent) versus the
total premium spirits category (+12.7 per cent).
In 2015 Canada’s gin market was equal to

$267M USD (calculated in retail prices). It is
forecast to reach $426.08M USD (in retail prices)
by 2025 with a CAGR of 2.92 per cent per annum
for the period 2020-2025. This is a decrease
compared to the growth of about seven per cent
per year registered in 2015-2019.
The average consumption per capita in value

terms reach 7.49 USD per capita (in retail prices)
in 2015. Over the next five years it grew at a
CAGR of 6.07 per cent per annum. By 2025 the
indicator is forecast to slow down its growth and
increase at a CAGR 2.03 per cent per annum.
In the last five years over 300 new gin brands

have entered the Canadian market.

“We expect that the demand for gin will continue
to grow in and across Canada and are excited for
this,” says Natalie Wan, senior brand manager,
Corby Spirit and Wine.
“Gin popularity continues to increase for us in

Canada. The revival of the cocktail culture and
the popularity of gin-based canned refreshment
offerings has sparked a new popularity for this
spirit. These are not the gins that your grandmother
used to drink,” Adam McDonnell, managing
partner, G&W Distillery & Cocktail Co.

Spirits: Gin

by Nicole SherwoodA CRAFT 
REVOLUTION
Gin continues to evolve

Feed Your Ravenous Soul

A heretic is someone who thinks di�erently from the crowd.  
They explore. They experience. They create. That essence permeates 

every last drop of our award-winning Gin #1 and Vodka #1. 
Try Heretic Spirits today and please enjoy responsibly! 

Crafted in Collingwood! 

Discover us at hereticspirits.com and at your local LCBO.
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“We combine our expertise in agri-
culture with distilling to deliver the best
quality experience for our customers.
Being a Canadian craft distillery allows
us to draw others into our world and
share details of how each masterpiece
is created. Something we are proud to
share with our customers,” says Cote.
These local ingredients tie in with

the trend of new flavours increasing in
popularity.
We see gins using both fruit and

more non-traditional flavouring like tea
leaves at tract ing market interest
explains McDonnell.
“We see gin trends continue to

evolve with new flavours and styles
and consumers delve deeper into this
category. Gin consumers have become
more sophisticated,” notes Choi.
“We’re seeing a lot of new interest

within flavoured gins. At Bacardi Limited,
our parent company, we conduct
research and insights to understand
consumer interest within the overall
spirits category,” says Ryan Wainwright,
North American brand ambassador,
Bombay Sapphire. “Through our annual
Cocktail Trends report we found that
consumers are looking to align with
brands using sustainable and natural
ingredients as they become more mind-
ful of their consumption.”
Another trend that has become popu-

lar with consumers are ready to drink
(RTD) cocktails or hard seltzers.
“Consumers are asking for more

canned and pre-mixed gin cocktails for
fast and convenient refreshment
options,” says McDonnell.
RTDS are becoming increasingly

popular due to convenience for
consumers. It is a unique market to be
in since there are a variety of cocktails
that can be made with different spirits or
sugar brew (fermented sugar alcohol).
While exploring the world of RTDs

Black Fox was able to experiment and
collaborate with Living Sky Winery to
create a first of its kind gin and wine
spritz they called Mingle.

Endless Opportunity
Wan notes that while both flavoured

and non-flavoured gins are seeing
accelerated growth in Canada, new
innovations including flavoured gins are
driving growth in the category. Consumer
interest in all-natural and botanical

products — both of which are central to
gin has also increased in demand.
“Gin encourages exploration and

discovery. It is not as regimented in the
process and with juniper being the only
mandatory ingredient gin makers are
producing very creative gins using
inspired, local ingredients and gin
drinkers are encouraged to explore.”
Flavoured gin grew +300 per cent in

Canada between 2018 and 2019
*(IWSR 2019).
“Flavoured gins are fun to create as

the dis t i l lers can experiment and
create different adaptations of the
beloved spirit. It keeps loyal customers
interested and reintroduces customers
in a new way. At Black Fox we use
our limited releases often a flavoured
gin to continue to refine our craft,”
shares Cote. “In 2020, we released a
Boreal Mint gin with showcased wild
mint and juniper berry foraged from
Saskatchewan’s lush boreal forest, and
a Wild Cranberr y Gin that  was
inspired by the holiday season.”
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Diageo has also seen tremendous
growth in the gin category overall —
fuelled by consumer interest.
“Not only have we noticed that tradi-

tional styles of gin like Tanqueray Lon-
don Dry have increased in popularity
for classic cocktails, but we also recog-
nize that now more than ever gin
consumers are differentiating and
appreciating distinct flavour profiles
found in varying styles and offerings
across the country,” shares Christina
Choi, senior vice-president of Rum,
Tequila and Gin, Diageo.

Trending
“North America is seeing a renaissance

of new gins hitting the market that is
beginning to lean towards markets such
as UK where gin has always carried
a significant popularity. Many North
American consumers saw gin as some-
what unpalatable and with only a
few options to choose from they had
nothing to show them otherwise,” says
Scott Morrison, CEO/distiller, Heretic
Spirits. “As new creative and craft-based
options have hit the market it has
opened up people’s eyes to the amazing
variety to flavours and cocktails that
can be created with gin.”
“Truly great gins use only natural

botanicals and you can tell that mark
by looking for high alcohol percent-
ages. We keep our gin at 47 per cent
alcohol to ensure that our botanicals
stay protected from oxidization. If we
went lower when the bottle was opened
it would quickly begin to change
flavour, as the oils and natural essences
break down,” says Morrison.
Black Fox Farm and Distillery’s Co-

Founder, John Cote agrees, noting that
gin is starting to have a regional focus.
“No longer is London the home of gin.

We see Japan, Australia, Germany, and
Canada at the forefront of creating
regional variations of this wonderful
spirit. We think this in an incredible trend
that will be around for a long time.”
The craft scene in Canada, including

small-scale gins produced using local
ingredients and botanicals, is another
trend being seen.
Black Fox Farm is located near

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. They grow
many of their own ingredients which
allows them to have more control over
the final result. 

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Here is a look at the latest gins to have
include in your bar:

Full of Flavour

Black Fox’s #3 Gin is their most popular and
is a mainstay in their line-up. It’s full of flavours
that feature rhubarb and calendula flowers that
are grown on Canadian prairie soil. It is smooth
with a layered finish.

Sunshine in a Glass

Tanqueray Sevilla Orange just
launched nationally and is perfect 
for the summertime. 

This beautifully vibrant gin is inspired by the
warmth of Seville oranges and the flavours of the
Mediterranean. 

Changing Expectations

Tanqueray Crafted Gin Cocktails will
nationally launch on July 1st. They are
premium cocktails that are ready to pour or
enjoy directly from the can. They offer a new
and delicious way to enjoy Tanqueray, which
they hope will awaken consumer’s taste buds
and change their expectations of gin.

A New Innovation

Beefeater has just launched a new
innovation – Beefeater Botanics,
Lemon Ginger flavoured gin. 

It is carefully crafted with 100 per cent natural
flavours and no added sugar. It is just 83 calories
per serving when mixed with a light tonic water.

Exceptionally Smooth

Ungava Gin is a popular 
Canadian offering…

which has an exceptionally smooth flavour,
and uses Arctic botanicals from the north of
Quebec. It also has an unmissable vibrant 
yellow colour.

TO ORDER, CONTACT: TFB ASSOCIATES LIMITED
905.940.0889 | tfb.ca

fever-tree.com
@fevertreecanada | #mixwiththebest

10g
Naturally sourced.

or sweeteners.

of sugar



More, Please
CHOICE-HUNGRY CONSUMERS SUPERCHARGE THE BEVERAGE SEGMENT
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When it comes to flavours the oppor-
tunities can be endless. 
“The core tends to lean upon the

primary three botanicals in most gins
— juniper, coriander and angelica.
After that it is up to the distiller to decide
which direction to take the flavour and
what they want the consumer to experi-
ence,” explains Morrison.
“People are curious about flavours

and love to experiment. That’s one of
the best things about gin. It is the
creativity involved. It’s about balancing
the different flavours and working out
what you like. If I’m looking to make a
classic cocktail like a martini I’ll choose
Beefeater Gin which is balanced, dry
and perfect with a touch of vermouth.
For a refreshing gin and tonic or a
gin and soda I’ll choose Ungava gin
which has a smooth mouthfeel and
some aromatic notes,” says Wan.
“Like any great recipe the marriage

of the ingredients need to accentuate
and complement without any one
flavour overpowering the other. The
type of still, the distilling process, the
botanicals and the weight of each
ingredient all must work together. This
is why I find gin so interesting. It
allows distillers to really put their own
individual stamp on gin. It is then up to
the mixologist to decide if they want to
be more ci trus, savoury, f loral or
juniper forward and pair the gins prop-
erly,” says McDonnell.
Different flavours and botanicals

can change a lot for gin and thus the
cocktails you make with it. 
“This is a huge reason why we are so

proud to have a Master of Botanicals
named Ivano Tonutti who sources our
botanicals specifically from places for
just the right flavours to create the final
product that is Bombay Sapphire,”
shares Wainwright. “He is not just
putting any juniper into our gin but
specifically juniper from Tuscany
because he knows that this juniper is
brighter with more citrus than juniper
from other regions. That kind of attention
to detail is what makes Bombay such an
amazingly balanced gin and perfect for
a wide range of gin-based cocktails.”
The plethora of new flavours within

the gin market are a challenge to any
bartender. The secret of creating a
beautiful drink does not change though
— it’s all about balance. ♣

According to Technomic’s 2021 Canadian
Trends Outlook webinar, 31 per cent of
Canadian consumers have been buying more

healthy items from restaurants during the pandemic.
And this extends to the beverage category as well

where functional beverages have
become more commonplace
alongside fusion beverages per-
ceived to be healthier.
Jim Goetz, president of the

Canadian Beverage Association,
says “Everything seems to be on
the rise, because North American
consumers want more choice. Low
calorie drinks and water are pre-
dominant. Sparkling water is still
climbing in sales, as is vitamin water.
Coke and Pepsi are benefitting

from introducing new products to the market, and
juices are hugely popular,” he says.

How can restaurateurs leverage the beverage
boom?  For Goetz this means “Making available the
widest possible selection of beverages. It is an easy,
sure-fire strategy.”
Goetz is hoping for a greater prevalence of caf-

feinated energy drinks in the near future, due to
Health Canada finalizing regulations concerning
their distribution by the end of this year. “There is
concern about offering such beverages because of
their caffeine content, but a cup of instant coffee, an
espresso shot, a 591 ml can of Diet Cola, and 100
mg of dark chocolate each contain the same amount
of caffeine as a 250 ml energy drink,” he says.
Caffeinated energy drinks appeal mostly to baby
boomers, a generation that reportedly seeks a hit of
energy to get them through the day.
Kris Steed, country manager, Canada, at Fever-Tree

Row Ltd., says restaurant owners can drive margin
back into their pockets in a number of ways using
his company’s high quality sodas. “But it starts with

Beverages & Mixes

by Robin Brunet

Jim Goetz, president,
Canadian Beverage
Association

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Here is a look at the latest gins to have
include in your bar:

Best-Kept Secret

Monkey 47 is a German gin that is a
best-kept secret amongst bartenders. It is called
Monkey 47 because it uses 47 ingredients
and botanicals in the making of it. 

Hints of Orange and Vanilla

Tempo Renovo Dry Gin continues to be their
flagship gin. It is an interestingly different style of
gin with hints of orange and vanilla that doesn’t
try to overpower anyone with too much juniper.
The Tempo Arándano Blueberry Gin has been
immensely popular as well. Tempo is also work-
ing on a new big and bold gin that will feature
some local botanicals.

Sustainability-Sourced 
Botanicals

Bombay Sapphire is their signature London Dry
made with vapour distilled sustainability-sourced
botanicals. It is one of the most top selling gins in
the world. Bombay Sapphire & Tonic RTD canned
cocktail line was launched in the spring and is
made with all natural flavours and real ingredients.
It comes in a regular gin & tonic as well as gin
& light tonic variant — which has 0 sugar. 

Real Fruit Infusions

Bombay Bramble is a new berry-infused gin
made with Bombay Sapphire. The gin marries
the brand’s heralded vapour distilled gin with
real fruit infusions of fresh blackberries and
raspberries harvested at their ripest moment.
Sporting a distinct crimson colour the rich berry
flavour is perfectly balanced with the bright
juniper notes of the gin.

A Gin to Love

Heretic Spirit’s Gin #1 has been massively
popular this last year. It won gold at the San
Francisco World Spirits Competition in 2020. It
has received the compliment “I have hated gin in
the past, but I LOVE this one.” Their second gin
should be available by early summer. It uses a
locally sourced botanical for its main element. One
that was traditionally used for tea for centuries.
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the menu. Canadians are increasingly
equating Fever-Tree with premium
drinks, and a restaurant that serves
Fever-Tree sends the message that it too
is dedicated to quality.”
“Secondly, serving a bottle of Fever-

Tree with an alcoholic drink or on its
own and opening it tableside creates
an experience similar to bringing a bot-
tle of sparkling wine tableside and
opening it. It’s a gesture that patrons
will notice, and other customers will get
drink-envy, creating the ever-popular
order ‘I’ll have one of those too.’”
Kimpton’s Culinary & Cocktail Trend

Forecast for 2021 points out that
because consumers are indulging less,
they are more likely to opt for memo-
rable cocktails when they do choose to
treat themselves. They are also gravitat-
ing towards mocktails.
Yiannis Syskakis, regional sales man-

ager with Gerhards Canada says bar-
tenders are building flavours, textures
and aromas not previously seen in alco-
hol-free cocktails. 
“This is being driven by the macro

trend, health and wellness and will con-
tinue as booze-free bars begin to pop
up around the nation,” he says. “Many
have seen a spike in sales where
hybrid drinks are offered. Carbonated
juices and waters infused with vitamins
seem to be a popular choice as well as
drinks infused with coffee or tea.”
He adds that ingredients like blueber-

ry, cucumber, elderflower, hibiscus,
lavender and mint are trending in spirit-
free beverages with sparkling waters,
juices and teas. 
Choice is the key word says Syskakis.

He has seen some operators converting
their entire bar menu to alcohol-free. 
“While this may be on the far wing

of the trend, it shows the growing
necessity for operators, both in bar and
restaurant, to put more emphasis on
their non-alcoholic menu,” he says. 
Even further, consumers are looking

for added benefits. “Nutritional affir-
mation is huge,” says Syskakis. “Our
smart-fruit smoothies’ first function as
blended smoothies, but the real-fruit
consistency is also great in blended
cocktails or mocktails, each variety
bringing a different boost–super fruits
for antioxidants, B-vitamins for an
energy blend and optional supple-
ments like turmeric.”
Technomics calculates that sales in

the Canadian foodservice industry will
experience 14 to 17 per cent growth
this year compared to the 25-28 per
cent decline in sales in 2020, meaning
regardless of how quickly the pandemic
draws to a close, people will enthusias-
tically patronize restaurants on site or
via take out. Now more than ever is the
time to cater to everyone’s tastes by
offering a beverages menu with a wide
variety of quality choices, capped by
an abundance of great cocktails.  ♣

A Revolutionary Juicer
The new Soul 2 Series from Zumex is small, smart, and stylish. 

It offers the most compact citrus juicer in the market, thanks
to its innovative Conical System designed to squeeze twice as
fast at “18 oranges per minute”. It is also the first automatic
juicer that provides information about the performance and
productivity of your machine in real time, even remotely. This
smart technology improves machine productivity and allows
for predictive maintenance as well as error alert and solution
management.

“The Zumex Soul 2 Series is the start of a new future in
which maximum innovation and authentic style are contained
in the minimum space,” says Norbert Fitoussi, chief account
executive, Euro-Milan/Faema Canada.

The product provides maximum hygiene thanks to nanotechnology ASP, based on silver ions
that inhibit the growth of bacteria. It is easy to disassemble and clean and comes with a Pulp
Out System which is accessible without removing the squeezing unit.

Aside from the technology, what is impressive are all the accessories which help to create
the perfect atmosphere for the best juice service. Operators can purchase the Juice Kart which
features an exclusive design with wheels making it easy to move wherever your business
requires it. The cabinet has a capacity to store up to 20 kg of oranges. There is also a cup
dispenser with napkin holder and fruit basket.  All the machine parts are dishwasher safe.

PRODUCT
SHOWCASE

Tropical Goodness

Sparkling Pink Grapefruit soda from
Fever-Tree Row Ltd. is made with real juice
from handpicked pink Florida grapefruits
and contains only 30 calories per 200ml
bottle. Kris Steed says adding this soda to
a tall glass with ice, tequila, and slice
of grapefruit results in an easy-to-make
Paloma. It can also be enjoyed on its own.

Classic Quinine
Premium Indian Tonic water from Fever-

Tree Row is a classic
mixer with a variety of
botanicals, including
distinctive quinine and
oils from Mexican
Bitter Oranges, to
provide a uniquely
refreshing taste and
aroma. This is a
classic mixer that
enhances the very
best gins, vodkas,
and fortified wines.

Pure Cane Sugars,
Made Exclusively
in France

With more than 100
premium flavours, made
with pure water from the
French Alps and pure cane
sugar, 1883 Premium
Simple Syrups sold by
Gerhards are made from
real fruit juices and natural
flavours. These are the
ideal addition for mocktails
as well as signature
alcohol-included beverages
along with desserts, teas
and coffees.  Bartenders
did not have a good option until
1883 came along with this super high end
product from France in over 100 unique
flavours, giving bartenders, beverage
managers the ability to develop signature
drinks without all the issues.
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Rye is known for its peppery bite, a spicy splash
of flavour that washes over the palate with
every sip. Some are more forward than others

but with rye grain making up most of its malt bill, few
will miss that signature sting.
With so much scope for experimentation, rye

whisky is only at the beginning of its modern-day
resurgence. There are close to 280 distilleries in
Canada now and most of them are working on Cana-
dian whiskies, meaning there will be some interesting
expressions in the years to come.
Canadian whisky is often referred to as “rye whisky”

because historically much of the content was from rye.
There is no requirement for rye to be used to make
Canadian whisky, and the labels “Canadian whisky”,
“Canadian rye whisky” and “Rye whisky” are all legal-
ly permitted, regardless of the actual composition, pro-
vided the whiskies “possess the aroma, taste and char-
acter generally attributed to Canadian whisky”.
Rye is typically a component in most, but not all,

Canadian whisky, which are primarily corn-distillate

based blends. The main difference between rye
whiskey and other types of whiskey in the United
States is that rye whisky has to be made from a mash
bill that is at least 51 per cent rye. There is no limit on
how much rye a mash bill can have, but some rye
whiskeys have a mash bill that is 100 per cent rye. In
some cases, the corn-to-rye ratio may be as high as
9:1. There are a few exceptions, such as Alberta Pre-
mium and Canadian Club Chairman’s Select, which
are made from 100 per cent rye mash.
Sales of Canadian whisky are up 18 per cent

between 2013-2018, growth primarily driven by the
super-premium category, which is up 39.4 per cent in
the same five-year span. 
Canadian whisky must be aged in wooden bar-

rels that are not larger than 700 litres (154 imp gal;
185 US gal) for at least three years, and the barrels
do not have to be new oak or charred. This require-
ment differs from regulations for U.S. blended
whiskey, in which the bulk base spirits are not
required to be aged.

Spirits: Rye

Rye
Whisky 
DEFINES STRONG NICHE

by Frank Yeo

SALES OF CANADIAN WHISKY ARE UP 18 PER CENT BETWEEN 2013-2018,
GROWTH PRIMARILY DRIVEN BY THE SUPER-PREMIUM CATEGORY, 
WHICH IS UP 39.4 PER CENT IN THE SAME FIVE-YEAR SPAN
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When the premier U.S. spirits-maker
Beam was acquired by Japan’s Suntory
including, of course, the well-known
Canadian Club brand, the stage was
set for a shake-up of the
Canadian whisky scene,
as Suntory already
owned Alberta Distillers
— which is a premium
source of Canadian rye
whisky. After much
careful experimentation
with this Alberta source
stock by the Beam-
Suntory craft makers in
Kentucky, a new straight
rye whisky was born
— under the popular
Canadian Club label.
Alber ta Premium

decided to release a
Cask Strength to inno-
vate within the Canadian Whisky
category. An authentic prairie rye, this
whisky has a rich gold colour, and

aromas of banana, toffee, and light
spice. Expect the flavour to be mellow
and smoky, with a finish of vanilla and
spice. Alberta Distillers’ is gearing
up for an exciting 75th anniversary
celebration during the summer and
into September and because Rye is a
big part of Alberta Distillers’ identity,
Alberta Premium will be a big focus.
Every year, Canadian whiskies are

judged at the Canadian Whisky
Awards. On February 25, 2021, nine
independent whisky experts named
43-year-old Canadian Club Chronicles
as Canadian Whisky of the Year. Cana-
dian Club 43 also took top honours as
Connoisseur Whisky of the Year.

“This is truly a remarkable whisky, so
deserving of the accolade,” said Davin
de Kergommeaux, head judge and
founder of the awards. “Canadian
Club has been shortlisted for best
whisky in past years, and for 2021, the
judges awarded Canadian Club
43-year-old the highest overall score
among over 130 Canadian whiskies
entered in the competition.”
Other major winners include Pendleton

Director’s Reserve which was named
Connoisseur Whisky of the Year in the
multi-market category. J.P. Wiser’s Triple
Barrel Rye, which is a US exclusive,
took home Sippin’ Whisky of the
Year in the export-only category, while
Gibson’s Finest Bold was named
Sippin’ Whisky of the Year for the
Canadian market.

J.P. Wiser’s 22-Year-Old Port Cask
Finished claimed Cask Strength Whisky
of the year, while the sensational
Lot No. 40 Dark Oak was named Best
New Whisky.
Windsor’s Hiram Walker Distillery

is the 2021 Distil lery of the Year,
while Devine Distillery and Winery in
Saanich, British Columbia was awarded
Artisanal Distillery of the Year. Devine
disti l ler, Ken Winchester received
accolades for Lifetime Achievement in
distilling. Shelter Point Distillery from
Campbell River BC and Two Brewers
from Whitehorse Yukon tied for Best
Single Malt of the year.
On a different note, Canada’s Lot No.

40 Dark Oak Whisky, distilled by Corby
Spirit and Wine, has taken the top spot
in the 2021 World Whiskies Awards.
Distilled in a pot still and aged in

new oak barrels, Lot No. 40 Dark Oak
was named by a panel of global
judges to be the World’s Best Rye.
A style of whisky commonly associated

with Canada, rye whisky is produced
around the globe. The Lot No. 40 Dark
Oak beat out r ye whiskies from
the United States, Australia, Germany,
England, Denmark and Ireland for the
prestigious designation. 
“Canada is renowned for its whiskies,

and Corby continues to cement its
reputation as the premier crafter of
fine whisky, not just in Canada but in
the world,” says Scott McCreary, brand

manager of Craft Whisky for
Corby Spirit and Wine. “Corby
has built an exceptionally strong
portfolio of whiskies, and we are
particularly proud of the Lot No.
40 Dark Oak. It is a big, bold
expressive whisky.”
The judges said of Lot No. 40

Dark Oak: “Grassy leafy aromas
kick off the nose, with earthy
sweetness and toasted bread.
Flavours of clove, fudge, caramel
and hot spice take over the palate. A
little sweet and fruity with powdered

candy and bar ley sugar.
A spicy and sweet finish.”
Corby Spirit and Wine also

took home the award of Best
Canadian Blended Limited
Release for J.P. Wiser’s 22
Year Old Cask Strength Port

Cask Finish, and won three silver and
two bronze medals at the Awards. ♣

Lot No. 40 Dark Oak was named New Best
Whiskey.

Canadian Club 43 was named Connoisseur
Whisky of the Year.

Pendleton Director’s Reserve was
named Connoisseur Whisky of the Year
in the multi-market category.

Gibson’s Finest
Bold was named
Sippin’ Whisky 
of the Year for 
the Canadian
Market.

Ken Winchester, distiller, Devine Distillery and
Winery. Devine Distillery and Winery was
awarded Artisanal Distillery of the Year.

J.P. Wiser’s  22-Year-Old
Port Cask Finished received
the award for Cask Strength
Whiskey of the Year.

J.P. Wiser’s Triple Barrel Rye was named Sippin’
Whisky of Year in the export-only category.

THERE ARE CLOSE TO 280 DISTILLERIES IN CANADA NOW
AND MOST OF THEM ARE WORKING ON CANADIAN
WHISKIES, MEANING THERE WILL BE SOME INTERESTING
EXPRESSIONS IN THE YEARS TO COME.
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Welcome the Newest Member of the O’everyone Family:
Tullamore D.E.W. Xo Caribbean Rum Cask Finish 

Tullamore D.E.W., the Original Triple Blend Irish Whiskey, has welcomed Tullamore D.E.W. XO Caribbean Rum
Cask Finish to the growing family of triple-distilled, triple-blend and triple-wood-matured whiskies. “Tullamore D.E.W. XO
Rum Cask Finish is a celebration of both Irish and Caribbean spirit-making traditions,” comments Michael Mooney,
national brand manager, Tullamore D.E.W. “We take our legendary triple distilled, triple blended, and triple matured Irish
whiskey and finish it in first fill XO demerara rum casks from the Caribbean to give it a sweet tropical flavour. Tully XO won
a Gold medal at the International Spirits Competition last year and we are thrilled to expand this exciting innovation across
Canada just in time for summer!” Shining like a vacation sunset with a golden amber glow, Tullamore D.E.W. XO Caribbean Rum
Cask Finish boasts aromas of vanilla and oak overlaid with citrus, ripe bananas and delicate spice.  Each sip brings Canadians
on a flavour journey of Irish heart with Caribbean soul. Earlier this year, Tullamore D.E.W. in Canada launched O’Everyone, the
first-ever, year-long, nationwide, benevolence campaign that invites Canadians to unlock the power of their O’Lastnames in support
of diversity initiatives led by the Canadian Centre for Diversity and Inclusion (CCDI).  

For more information: www.tullamoredew.alchemystsinc.com 

Walter Craft Caesar Releases Pre-Mixed Cocktail
The team at Walter Craft Caesar, Canada’s only premium all-natural craft Caesar company, have just released

their first-ever pre-mixed Caesar cocktail — made in Canada using premium vodka and classically seasoned with
the same quality all-natural ingredients and taste that Canadians have come to know, love, and expect from Walter
products.  In a fun and edgy marketing campaign to launch the Walter Pre-Mixed Craft Caesar, the Walter team has
turned to the Caesar haters in a series of “de-testimonials”. As the guys from Walter reason, “the more Caesar haters
hate Walter, the more we know Caesar lovers will love it.” 
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Bring Luxury to Your Summer with Aupale Vodka
This past year and a half, we all had to face a harsh reality that sometimes the simple things in life are what

matters the most. We don’t need anything fancy to move forward but we need quality. Aupale is a symbol of
the highest standard that celebrates offroading the linear line. Question the typical.  Redefine the benchmark. A
premium quality drink distilled differently for those who are designed differently. Forging paths of new purpose that
don’t fit the mold but make us feel alive. The perfect, freeing combination of simplicity, beauty, creativity, and unforgettable
spirit all at once.  Aupale Vodka, embodies all this.  Relentless sourcing of the most untouched, natural ingredients
engineered with integrity with the purest water in North America. Free of impurities, free of gluten, full of passion and
precision to redefine smooth and next-level quality.  

For more information: karine@karyzmaagency.com

Havana Club launches Cuban Smoky in Canada
Havana Club has introduced its first smoky rum to its range of award-winning premium rums, with Havana Club

Cuban Smoky. The launch is expected to appeal to rum enthusiasts and whisky drinkers searching for a new and
smooth offering that elevates the Cuban rum experience even further. Havana Club Cuban Smoky is a smooth dark
rum part aged in Islay whisky barrels, a distinctive aging process that creates more body, power, and complexity in
the bottle. The result is an intense, powerful, and dark premium rum with a sophisticated smoky flavour. “We have a
new kid on the block and it is bringing the smoke,” says Aurelie Goffinet, brand manager. “Cuban Smoky is the first of
its kind in the Canadian market, the intense brother of Havana Club 7, and it is shaking up the rum shelves in the liquor
store.”  Havana Club Cuban Smoky is a darkly vibrant deep amber colour that is well-balanced and light on the nose with
notes of dried fruit and delicate smokiness. But it is distinctive-yet-smooth on the palate, with a smoky flavour that features a gentle
sweetness of cocoa and dark chocolate, followed by a lingering dry spiciness. The finish is half dry, balanced, and elegant.

For further information: canada.communications@pernod-ricard.com

Today’s point-of-sale systems have journeyed a long way
from their inception as bell ringing cash registers.
According to a recent industry study, the point-of-sale

market size and share will surpass $98.27 billion by 2022.
Bars and Restaurants need to keep their POS systems

current with the latest technology trends so that they can stay
on top of and ahead of their competitors. That means having a
system that integrates all functions from accounting, inventory
management to loss prevention.
Most POS systems using third party liquor dispensing and

monitoring systems are now migrating to the SAS model for
their cloud-based POS solutions. 
Sprint/Pour Controls through its partnership with Temple

software has created over 100 data connections to the variety

Keeping Up 
with the Cloud

Financial: POS

by Mike Yeo

of cloud-based options available in the marketplace today.
Unlike other companies who offer manual liquor audit
services, this cloud-based software can provide instant
identification of abused products utilizing liquor monitoring
technologies that pin-point to the day, time, and shift, all over/
under pours which lead to shrinkage and drink inconsistency.
According to Peter Hornstein, CEO of Sprint Bar Controls

and Pour Controls “Our clients love the fact that we generate
and email a daily report of Rings vs Pours for all their high-
volume liquor items along with Draught Beer and Wine.
Using their smart device, they can use our cloud reporting
tool to drill down to do a date and time search of where
major variance are happening and match that time period
to their camera system. 
They also love the fact that they can upgrade usually after

the first year to our single store and multiple store inventory
package with scale. Our systems are designed and priced
so that the customer is
seeing reduced labour
costs and improved
customer satisfaction
through consistency and
speed of pours. ROI
averages one year.”
Pour Control Systems

protect bar tenders
against inconsistent
drink making and short
and long pours, and
the electronic monitoring allows for pin-pointing erroneous
pours and rings without compromising speed of pour. 
“The only question is, why wouldn’t you want this type of

insurance to protect everyone”, says Hornstein.
When choosing a Point-of-Sale System, check out what liquor

and draft integrations are available to determine pour variance.
Ideal POS Ltd., one of the largest suppliers of POS systems
across Manitoba, offer IdealPOUR for example. This is a
beverage control interface that identifies live pour variance for
gun pours and draft meters and has an integration to a liquor
scale for back bar products for a full inventory control solution.
The rapid high-tech advancements are critical for the future

of point-of-sale systems. As transactions slowly move towards
online portability, the need to integrate cloud-based solutions
into your POS system becomes more apparent. ♣

Pour Control 
Systems help 
protect bartenders 
against short or long pours to
provide consistent drink making.

CLOUD-BASED SYSTEMS ARE THE FUTURE OF POS



Frankie Solarik’s bartending journey started nearly 25 years
ago and shows no sign of slowing down. The 41-
year-old worked as a barista/bartender at a cigar bar

called Chesters where guests were able to smoke indoors. He
was enticed by their discussions of various aromatics, flavour
profiles and the way the complexities of the various tobaccos
paired with various cognacs, scotches and ports.
“I was surrounded with amazing aromatics of raw tobacco,

espresso, whiskies, ports and cognacs. The smell of the bar is
so vivid in my mind. This experience truly sparked my love and
passion of the importance of incorporating a multisensorial
approach and the power of incorporating various aromatics
to achieve an overall visceral and intangible experience,”
he shares.
He decided to seriously consider the form of artistic

expression a profession when working closely with the chef,
sommelier and mixologist at a restaurant in downtown
Manhattan called Tocqueville.

That experience opened his eyes to the creative vision and
passion needed to be a professional at the highest calibre
within the industry. 
This led him to start BarChef in Toronto with his business

partner, Brent VanderVeen in 2008 with an additional investor.
“The cocktail program at BarChef is driven by innovation,

utilizing the most progressive techniques, equipment and
ingredients as well as natural elements within service pieces
to create an overall multi-sensorial approach to the craft.” 
Solarik likes to work with natural elements to create a

sense of escapism, taking the guest away and placing them
in a particular perspective to enjoy the complex flavours and
aromas and tactile elements. The idea of being able to
accentuate ingredients, flavours and aromatics that best suit
and pair with other flavour profiles found in the cocktail’s
ingredients allows Solarik to create cocktails with multiple
harmonious notes of flavour tones and huge amounts of
beautiful aromatic complexity.
Solarik definitely feels like the cocktail culture in Canada is

growing at an amazing rate.
“We’re seeing cocktail bars, restaurants and bars placing

a large emphasis on their cocktail programs and profession-
alism of their teams with overall perspective towards the
importance of a top-quality cocktail program being available
for guests. Also, in the current landscape with the unfortunate

situation of COVID-19 we’re seeing mixologists and bars
pivot towards the virtual landscape with workshops and
podcasts, as well as the retail sector with bottled cocktails
being available for sale from bars and restaurants here in
Ontario. Prior to lockdowns and forced closures the cocktail
scene in Canada was flourishing with multiple mixologists
and cocktails bars receiving international acclaim with
multiple publications and online resources.”
In 2016, he was named the World’s Most Inventive

Bartender. BarChef was listed as part of Conde Nast Trav-
ellers Gold List in 2018 and again in 2020 — being ranked
as one of the Top Cocktail Bars in the World.
Looking at all of his accomplishments Solarik says his

greatest achievement so far is being able to contribute to an
entirely new perspective within the possibilities of complexity
that can be achieved with the genre.
His future aspirations include continued development of the

BarChef brand. They are currently very busy with virtual
workshops and virtual events which has been amazing
during this time. Their bottled cocktail company BarChef
Project is continuing to grow and looking to expand into
additional markets. But as a whole his aspirations are just
elevating the possibilities of the cocktail genre.
Solarik has had a great journey so far, and his passion and

artistic expression will carry him far in the years ahead. ♣

last call
by Nicole Sherwood

FRANKIE SOLARIK’S RELATIONSHIP
WITH MIXOLOGY IS PASSION DRIVEN

A VISCERAL & INTANGIBLE EXPERIENCE
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